<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Autumn 1</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Maths</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>Computing</th>
<th>Geography/ History</th>
<th>Art/Music/DT</th>
<th>MFL</th>
<th>PE</th>
<th>Come and See</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Seal Surfer (Michael Foreman)  
The Dancing Bear (Michael Morpurgo)  
Recount – Letter writing  
Dairy entry (recalling an event)  
Descriptive Writing – Weather scene  
Non-chronological Report – Seals | Number - place value  
Number – addition and subtraction | Light | Online detectives (Knowsley SOW) | Stone Age to Iron Age to the UK  
Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age. | Landscapes by famous artists  
Famous Artist studies | French | Games - basketball/ netball | Homes  
Promises  
Visitors  
Judaism |
| Winter’s Child (Angela McAllister)  
The Ice Palace (Robert Swindells)  
Fiction – Fantasy stories based on fables  
Narrative – Creating characters, settings and plot | Number – addition and subtraction  
Number – multiplication and division | Rocks | My Online Life (Knowsley SOW) | Stone Age to Iron Age to the UK  
Geographical skills and fieldwork  
Use maps, atlases and globes to locate countries and describe features studied. | Cave paintings | French | Dance |
| Stone Age Boy (Satoshi Kitamura)  
The Iron Man (Ted Hughes)  
Fiction – Historical Narrative: Writing from a character’s view point  
Descriptive Writing – Comparing settings | Number – multiplication and division  
Measurement – money  
Statistics  
Measurement – length and perimeter | Forces and Magnets | Dancing Robot (Knowsley SOW) | Ancient Egypt  
The achievements of the earliest civilizations - :  
Ancient Sumer;  
The Indus Valley;  
Ancient Egypt;  
The Shang Dynasty of Ancient China. | Design and make an artefact from Ancient Civilisation | French | Gymnastics  
Journeys  
Listening and Sharing  
Giving all |
| Big Blue Whale (Nicola Davies)  
This Morning I Met a Whale (Michael Morpurgo)  
Non-fiction – Informative article  
Persuasive writing  
Poetry – Simile poems based on animals | Measurement – length and perimeter  
Number - fractions | Animals including Humans | Rainforests (Knowsley SOW) | Ancient Egypt  
Use maps, atlases and globes to locate countries and describe features studied. | Egyptian Art  
Egyptian D & T  
Design and make a piece of Egyptian jewellery | French | Games – rounders/ tennis |
| Journey (Aaron Becker)  
Tilly Mint Tales (Berlie Doherty)  
Narrative – Adventure stories  
Descriptive Writing – recreating a scene  
Recount – Diary entry | Number – fractions  
Measurement – time  
Geometry – properties of shapes | Plants | Keyboard adventures (Knowsley SOW) | The UK and Field studies  
Name and locate counties and cities of the UK  
geographical regions and their identifying human and physical characteristics. | Design and make a landmark for the UK | French | Dance  
Rugby  
Energy  
Choices  
Special Places  
Islam |
| Summer 1  | English | Maths | Science | Computing | Geography/ History | Art/Music/DT | MFL | PE | Come and See |
| Zerffa Giraffa (Diane Hoffmeyer)  
A Giraffe Goes to Paris (Mary Holmes)  
Non-fiction – Persuasive writing  
Non-chronological Report – Paris  
Recount – Letter writing | Geometry – properties of shapes  
Measurement – mass and capacity | Tee shirt designer (Knowsley SOW) | The UK and Field studies  
The UK has changed over time. | French | Swimming |